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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] This invention relates in general to the field of
communication systems and, more particularly, to a sys-
tem and method for implementing a boosterless optical
communication system.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Conventional optical communication systems
typically implement one or more booster amplifiers to am-
plify an optical communication signal to approximately a
maximum threshold power level before launching such
optical signal into a communication span or transmission
fiber. These systems seek to maximize the power level
of the optical communication signal in preparation for
transmission over the transmission fiber to pre- compen-
sate for losses associated with the transmission fiber.
[0003] US6356383 discloses an optical system config-
ured to achieve maximum signal channel in a span down-
stream of the transmitter and amplifier site and to de-
crease the interaction between the wavelengths at high
signal channel powers.

SUMMARY OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0004] It is an object of the present invention to provide
for a method of communicating an optical signal in an
unrepeatered optical communication system and an op-
tical communication system. This object can be achieved
by the features as defined in the independent claims.
Further enhancements are characterized in the depend-
ent claims.
[0005] According to one embodiment, an optical com-
munication system comprises a transmission fiber that
is operable to receive at least one optical signal and at
least one pump signal. The optical signal comprises one
or more optical signal wavelengths and a power level at
approximately a minimum threshold power level. The
pump signal co-propagates with at least a portion of the
optical signal over at least a portion of the transmission
fiber. In one particular embodiment, the pump signal op-
erates to amplify the optical signal to approximately a
maximum threshold power level as the pump signal and
the optical signal traverse the portion of the transmission
fiber.
[0006] According to another embodiment, an unrepea-
tered optical communication system comprises a boost-
erless end terminal that is operable to generate at least
one optical signal and to introduce the optical signal to a
first end of a transmission fiber. The optical signal intro-
duced to the first end of the transmission fiber comprises
a power level at approximately a minimum threshold pow-
er level. The system further comprises a pump source
coupled to the transmission fiber. The pump source is
operable to generate at least one pump signal and to

introduce the pump signal to the transmission fiber. In
one particular embodiment, the pump signal operates to
amplify the optical signal to approximately a maximum
threshold power level as the pump signal traverses the
portion of the transmission fiber.
[0007] Depending on the specific features implement-
ed, particular embodiments of the present disclosure may
exhibit some, none, or all of the following technical ad-
vantages. Various embodiments may be capable of in-
creasing the total reach of the optical system. Other em-
bodiments may be capable of extending and/or delaying
the point at which the signal reaches the maximum power
level within a communication span or optical fiber. Other
technical advantages will be readily apparent to one
skilled in the art from the following figures, description
and claims. Moreover, while specific advantages have
been enumerated, various embodiments may include all,
some or none of the enumerated advantages.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] To provide a more complete understanding of
the present invention and features and advantages there-
of, reference is made, by way of example, to the following
description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying
figures, wherein like reference numerals represent like
parts, in which:

FIGURE 1 is a block diagram showing at least a por-
tion of an unrepeatered optical communication sys-
tem operable to facilitate communication of one or
more multiple wavelength signals;
FIGURE 2 is a graph comparing a first optical signal
communicated from an end terminal that includes a
booster amplifier to a second optical signal commu-
nicated from a boosterless end terminal;
FIGURE 3 is a graph illustrating the optical perform-
ance of an optical signal after traversing a commu-
nication span of optical communication system as
the launch power of optical signal is varied; and
FIGURE 4 is a flow chart showing one example of a
method of amplifying an optical signal from approx-
imately a minimum threshold power level to approx-
imately a maximum threshold power level in a com-
munication span of an unrepeatered optical commu-
nication system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EXAMPLE EMBODI-
MENTS

[0009] Particular examples and dimensions specified
throughout this document are for illustrative purposes on-
ly, and are not intended to limit the scope of the present
disclosure. In particular, this disclosure is not limited to
unrepeatered optical communication systems. The
teachings of the present disclosure may be used in any
optical communication system where it is desired to ex-
tend the reach or distance between optical devices.
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Moreover, the illustrations in FIGURES 1 through 4 are
not intended to be to scale.
[0010] FIGURE 1 is a block diagram showing at least
a portion of an unrepeatered optical communication sys-
tem 10 operable to facilitate communication of one or
more multiple wavelength signals 16. An "unrepeatered
optical communication system" refers to an optical com-
munication system having an optical communication
span that includes only passive optical components be-
tween end terminals. That is, the communication span
of an unrepeatered system is substantially free from com-
ponents that require electrical power.
[0011] In this example, system 10 includes a plurality
of transmitters 12a-12n operable to generate a plurality
of optical signals (or channels) 15a-15n, each comprising
a center wavelength of light. In some embodiments, each
optical signal 15a-15n comprises a center wavelength
that is substantially different from the center wavelengths
of other signals 15. As used throughout this document,
the term "center wavelength" refers to a time-averaged
mean of the spectral distribution of an optical signal. The
spectrum surrounding the center wavelength need not
be symmetric about the center wavelength. Moreover,
there is no requirement that the center wavelength rep-
resent a carrier wavelength. Transmitters 12 can com-
prise any device capable of generating one or more op-
tical signals. Transmitters 12 can comprise externally
modulated light sources, or can comprise directly mod-
ulated light sources.
[0012] In one embodiment, transmitters 12 comprise
a plurality of independent light sources each having an
associated modulator, with each source being operable
to generate one or more optical signals 15. Alternatively,
transmitter 12 could comprise one or more light sources
shared by a plurality of modulators. For example, trans-
mitter 12 could comprise a continuum source transmitter
including a mode-locked source operable to generate a
series of optical pulses and a continuum generator op-
erable to receive a train of pulses from the mode-locked
source and to spectrally broaden the pulses to form an
approximate spectral continuum of optical signals. In that
embodiment, a signal splitter receives the continuum and
separates the continuum into individual signals each hav-
ing a center wavelength. In some embodiments, trans-
mitter 12 can also include a pulse rate multiplexer, such
as a time division multiplexer, operable to multiplex puls-
es received from the mode locked source or the modu-
lator to increase the bit rate of the system.
[0013] Transmitter 12, in some cases, may comprise
a portion of an optical regenerator. That is, transmitter
12 may generate optical signals 15 based on electrical
representations of electrical or optical signals received
from other optical communication links. In other cases,
transmitter 12 may generate optical signals 15 based on
information received from sources residing locally to
transmitters 12. Transmitter 12 could also comprise a
portion of a transponder assembly (not explicitly shown),
containing a plurality of transmitters and a plurality of

receivers.
[0014] In various embodiments, transmitters 12 may
include a forward error correction (FEC) module capable
improving the Q-factor of signals 15 and the bit-error rate
of system 10. For example, the FEC module may encode
an FEC sequence, such as, Reed Solomon coding, Tur-
bo Product Codes coding, Concatenated Reed-Solomon
coding, or other algorithms capable of improving the Q-
factor of signals 15 and the bit error rate of system 10.
As used throughout this document, the term "Q-factor"
refers to a metric for determining the quality of the signal
communicated from a transmitter. The "Q-factor" asso-
ciated with optical signals 15 communicated from trans-
mitters 12 refers to the difference of the mean value of
the high signal values (MH) and the mean value of the
low signal values (ML) associated with an optical signal
over the sum of the standard deviation of the multiple
highs (ΔH) and the multiple lows ΔL). The value of the Q-
factor can be expressed in dB20. In equation form, this
relationship is expressed as: 

[0015] In the illustrated embodiment, system 10 also
includes a combiner 14 operable to receive optical sig-
nals 15a-15n and to combine those signals into a multiple
wavelength signal 16. As one particular example, com-
biner 14 could comprise a wavelength division multiplex-
er (WDM). The terms wavelength division multiplexer and
wavelength division demultiplexer as used herein may
include equipment operable to process wavelength divi-
sion multiplexed signals and/or equipment operable to
process dense wavelength division multiplexed signals.
[0016] System 10 communicates multiple wavelength
signal 16 over an optical communication span 20. Al-
though this example includes one optical communication
span 20, any additional number of spans can be used
without departing from the scope of the present disclo-
sure. Communication span 20 can comprise, for exam-
ple, standard single mode fiber (SMF), dispersion shifted
fiber (DSF), non-zero dispersion shifted fiber (NZDSF),
dispersion compensating fiber (DCF), pure-silica core
fiber (PSCF), or another fiber type or combination of fiber
types. In various embodiments, span 20 can comprise a
span length of, for example, 80 kilometers or more, 150
kilometers or more, 300 kilometers or more, or any other
appropriate length. In this particular embodiment, span
20 of system 10 comprises a span length of at least 400
kilometers.
[0017] Communication span 20 could comprise, for ex-
ample, a unidirectional span or a bi-directional span.
Span 20 could comprise a point-to-point communication
link, or could comprise a portion of a larger communica-
tion network, such as a ring network, a mesh network, a
star network, or any other network configuration. For ex-
ample, communication span 20 could comprise one span
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or link of a multiple link system, where each link couples
to other links through, for example, optical regenerators.
[0018] In this embodiment, a separator 26 separates
individual optical signal 15a-15n from multiple wave-
length signal 16 received at the end of span 20. Separator
26 may comprise, for example, a wavelength division de-
multiplexer (WDM). Separator 26 communicates individ-
ual signal wavelengths or ranges of wavelengths to a
bank of receivers 28 and/or other optical communication
paths. One or more of receivers 28 may comprise a por-
tion of an optical transceiver operable to receive and con-
vert signals between optical and electrical formats.
[0019] System 10 may further include one or more op-
tical amplifiers coupled to communication span 20. In this
example, system 10 includes a preamplifier 24 operable
to amplify signal 16 received from fiber span 20 prior to
communicating signal 16 to separator 26. Although sys-
tem 10 includes a preamplifier 24, system 10 could in-
clude any other amplifier and/or preamplifier 24 could be
eliminated without departing from the scope of the
present disclosure.
[0020] Amplifier 24 could comprise, for example, one
or more stages of Raman amplification, rare earth doped
amplification stages, such as erbium doped or thulium
doped stages, semiconductor amplification stages or a
combination of these or other amplification stage types.
In some embodiments, amplifier 24 could comprise a bi-
directional Raman amplifier. Throughout this document,
the term "amplifier" denotes a device or combination of
devices operable to at least partially compensate for at
least some of the losses incurred by signals while tra-
versing all or a portion of system 10. Likewise, the terms
"amplify" and "amplification" refer to offsetting at least a
portion of losses that would otherwise be incurred.
[0021] An amplifier may, or may not impart a net gain
to a signal being amplified. Moreover, the terms "gain"
and "amplify" as used throughout this document do not
(unless explicitly specified) require a net gain. In other
words, it is not necessary that a signal experiencing
"gain" or "amplification" in an amplifier stage experience
enough gain to overcome all losses in the amplifier stage
or in the fiber connected to the amplifier stage. As a spe-
cific example, distributed Raman amplifier stages typi-
cally do not experience enough gain to offset all of the
losses in the transmission fiber that serves as a gain me-
dium. Nevertheless, these devices are considered "am-
plifiers" because they offset at least a portion of the losses
experienced in the transmission fiber.
[0022] Depending on the amplifier type chosen, ampli-
fier 24 could comprise a wide band amplifier operable to
amplify all optical signals 15a-15n received. Alternative-
ly, amplifier 24 could comprise a parallel combination of
narrower band amplifier assemblies, wherein each am-
plifier in the parallel combination is operable to amplify a
portion of the wavelengths of multiple wavelength signal
16. In that case, system 10 could incorporate signal sep-
arators and/or signal combiners surrounding the parallel
combinations of amplifier assemblies to facilitate ampli-

fication of a plurality of groups of wavelengths for sepa-
rating and/or combining or recombining the wavelengths
for communication through system 10.
[0023] In the illustrated embodiment, transmitters 12,
combiner 14, and pump source 30a reside within a first
terminal 11, while receivers 28, separator 26, preampli-
fier 24, and pump source 30b reside within a second ter-
minal 13. Although in this example terminal 11 includes
transmitters 12, combiner 14, and pump source 30a, and
terminal 13 includes receivers 28, separator 26, amplifier
24 and pump source 30b, terminals 11 and 13 can each
include any combination of transmitters, receivers, com-
biners, separators, pump sources, and/or amplifiers with-
out departing from the scope of the present disclosure.
Additionally, terminals 11 and 13 may include any other
optical component. In some cases, terminals 11 and 13
can be referred to as end terminals. The phrase "end
terminal" refers to devices operable to perform optical-
to-electrical and/or electrical-to-optical signal conversion
and/or generation.
[0024] In various embodiments, end terminals 11 and
13 can include one or more dispersion compensating el-
ements capable of at least partially compensating for
chromatic dispersion associated with signal 16. In some
embodiments, the dispersion compensating element can
comprise a dispersion length product that approximately
compensates for the dispersion accumulated by optical
signal 16 while traversing span 20 of system 10. In other
embodiments, at least a portion of a gain medium of am-
plifier 24 may comprise a dispersion compensating fiber
that is capable of at least partially compensating for chro-
matic dispersion associated with signal 16. In those em-
bodiments, the dispersion compensating fiber can com-
prise a slope of dispersion that is equal to and opposite
from the slope of chromatic dispersion associated with
multiple wavelength signal 16.
[0025] In this particular embodiment, system 10 in-
cludes a first pump source 30a capable of generating a
first pump signal 32a for introduction to span 20 and a
second pump source 30b capable of generating a second
pump signal 32b for introduction to span 20. Although
this example includes two pump sources 30 and two
pump signals 32, any other number of pump sources
and/or pump signals could be used, or one or more of
pump sources 30 and/or pump signals 32 could be ex-
cluded without departing from the scope of the present
disclosure. Pump signals 32a and 32b can each com-
prise one or more pump wavelengths, each of the one
or more pump wavelengths comprising a center wave-
length of light. In some embodiments, each of the one or
more pump wavelengths within a particular pump signal
32 can comprise a center wavelength that is substantially
different from the center wavelengths of the other pump
wavelengths within the particular pump signal 32. Pump
source 30 can comprise any device or combination of
devices capable of generating one or more pump signal
wavelengths at desired power levels and wavelengths.
For example, pump source 30 can comprise a solid state
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laser, such a Nd:YAG or Nd:YLF laser, a semiconductor
laser such as a Ytterbium doped fiber laser, a laser diode,
a cladding pump fiber laser, or any combination of these
or other light sources.
[0026] In this example, pump signal 32a co-propa-
gates through span 20 in relation to signal 16, while pump
signal 32b counter-propagates through span 20 in rela-
tion to optical signal 16. As used throughout this docu-
ment, the term "co-propagates" or "co-propagating" re-
fers to a condition where, for at least some time at least
a portion of the pump signal propagates through the gain
medium or optical fiber in the same direction as at least
one wavelength of the optical signal being amplified. In
addition, the term "counter-propagates" or "counter-
propagating" refers to a condition where at least a portion
of a pump signal propagates through a gain medium or
optical fiber in a direction counter to the direction of the
optical signal being amplified. Although system 10 intro-
duces pump signal 32a and pump signal 32b to span 20
in this example, one or more of pump signals 32a and
32b could be eliminated in other embodiments.
[0027] Conventional optical communication systems
have typically implemented one or more booster ampli-
fiers to amplify a multiple wavelength optical signal to
approximately a maximum threshold power level before
launching such optical signal into a communication span
or transmission fiber. For example, conventional optical
communication systems typically include one or more
booster amplifiers that are capable of receiving and am-
plifying the wavelengths of a multiple wavelength optical
signal to prepare those signals for transmission over a
transmission fiber or communication span. In most cas-
es, the one or more booster amplifiers operate to amplify
the multiple wavelength optical signal to at least eighty
percent (80%) of a maximum threshold power level for
the system. A "maximum threshold power level" is the
optical signal power level, at which the system perform-
ance, as measured at the receive end of the communi-
cation span, no longer improves, by further increasing
the optical signal power level.
[0028] The maximum threshold power level of a sys-
tem is based at least in part on the configuration of the
system and the type of fiber implemented in the trans-
mission medium or communication span. In most cases,
one or more non-linear interactions within the communi-
cation span typically limit and/or determine the maximum
threshold power level for the system. In other words, the
maximum threshold power level limits the maximum pow-
er level associated with the optical signal wavelengths
as they are communicated through the transmission me-
dium of the system. These non-linear effects can com-
prise, for example, four wave mixing, cross-phase mod-
ulation, self-phase modulation, stimulated Brillouin scat-
tering, or a combination of these or other non-linear ef-
fects.
[0029] In most cases, non-linear interactions limit the
maximum power of the multiple wavelength optical sig-
nals and lead to interference within the wavelengths as-

sociated with the multiple wavelength signals. By limiting
the maximum power of the multiple wavelength optical
signals, the non-linear interactions can also limit the com-
munication span length or transmission distance for a
particular system. That is, the non-linear interactions can
limit the maximum unrepeatered transmission distance
of the optical signals.
[0030] As discussed above, conventional optical com-
munication systems typically seek to maximize the
launch power of the optical signal before introducing such
signal to the communication span or transmission medi-
um. In most cases, these conventional systems typically
implement one or more booster amplifiers to amplify the
optical signals to approximately the maximum threshold
power level of the system before introducing such optical
signal into a communication span or transmission fiber.
By introducing such optical signals into the communica-
tion span at approximately the maximum threshold power
level, non-linear interactions, such as SBS, can limit the
maximum unrepeatered transmission distance of these
optical signals in the conventional system. As a result,
the optical signals of the conventional systems typically
achieve reach the maximum threshold power level at or
near the beginning of the communication span.
[0031] Unlike the conventional systems, system 10 in-
troduces multiple wavelength signal 16 to communica-
tion span 20 at or near a minimum threshold power level
and amplifies signal 16 to the maximum threshold power
level while communicating signal 16 through span 20.
The minimum threshold power level of a system is based
at least in part on the configuration of system 10 and the
type of fiber implemented in span 20. In most cases, Mul-
ti-Path Interference ("MPI") typically limits and/or deter-
mines the minimum threshold power level for the system.
In other words, the minimum threshold power level limits
the maximum amount of gain that can be introduced to
the optical signal wavelengths as they are communicated
through the transmission medium of the system. As used
throughout this document, the phrase "minimum thresh-
old power level" refers to a power level of an optical signal
to which a maximum amount of gain can be introduced
to the signal to bring the power level of the signal to the
maximum threshold power level. A "maximum amount of
gain" is the amount of gain at which any appreciable in-
crease in gain to the signal will introduce performance
penalty larger than the benefit from the gain increase,
mainly due to MPI.
[0032] In this particular embodiment, terminal 11 com-
prises a boosterless end terminal that uses at least a
portion of the optical fiber of span 20 as a distributed
Raman amplifier that amplifies signal 16 from the mini-
mum threshold power level to the maximum threshold
power level while signal 16 traverses span 20. The term
"boosterless end terminal" refers to an end terminal that
introduces one or more optical signal wavelengths to a
transmission fiber at approximately a minimum threshold
power level. Moreover, a boosterless end terminal is one
that is substantially free from an amplifier that amplifies
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a multiple wavelength optical signal to approximately the
maximum threshold power level of the communication
system before introducing such optical signal into the
communication span or transmission fiber.
[0033] In this example, boosterless end terminal 11 in-
troduces multiple wavelength optical signal 16 to span
20 at approximately the minimum threshold power level.
The minimum threshold power level of signal 16 can com-
prise, for example, approximately minus twelve (-12)
dBm or more, minus ten (-10) dBm or more, minus six
(-6) dBm or more, or any other appropriate value. In most
cases, the minimum threshold power level of signal 16
can comprise, for example, approximately zero dBm or
less, minus two (-2) dBm or less, minus four (-4) dBm or
less, or any other appropriate value. Boosterless end ter-
minal 11 also operates to introduce pump signal 32a to
span 20 to amplify signal 16 to the maximum threshold
power level of system 10. In this particular example,
pump signal 32a co-propagates through span 20 in re-
lation to signal 16. In most cases, pump signal 32a can
comprise a power level of, for example, one-half (©) watt
or more, one (1) watt or more, two (2) watts or more, two
and one-half (2-©) watts or more.
[0034] One aspect of this disclosure recognizes that
the length of span 20 (e.g., the distance between end
terminals 11 and 13) can be increased by introducing
signal 16 to span 20 at approximately the minimum
threshold power level and amplifying signal 16 to the
maximum threshold power level while communicating
signal 16 through span 20. That is, the reach of system
10 and/or the distance multiple wavelength signal 16 can
be communicated through span 20 can be increased by
introducing signal 16 to span 20 at approximately the
minimum threshold power level and amplifying signal 16
using pump signal 32a to the maximum threshold power
level within span 20. Conventional design approaches
may not have recognized this technique as advanta-
geous, because co-propagating a pump signal with a
multiple wavelength optical signal for an extended period
can degrade the optical signal. However, introducing sig-
nal 16 to span 20 at approximately the minimum threshold
power level and amplifying signal 16 using pump signal
32a to the maximum threshold power level within span
20 can advantageously increase the reach of system 10
by extending or delaying the point at which signal 16
reaches the maximum threshold power level within span
20.
[0035] In this example, introducing signal 16 to span
20 at approximately the minimum threshold power level
operates to increase the distance over which pump signal
32a effectively interacts (e.g., transfer energy or amplify)
with signal 16 within communication span 20. Increasing
the distance over which pump signal 32a effectively in-
teracts with signal 16 within communication span 20 can
advantageously increase the reach of system 10 by ex-
tending or delaying the point at which signal 16 reaches
the maximum threshold power level within span 20. For
example, the point at which signal 16 reaches the max-

imum threshold power level can be approximately thirty
(30) km or more from terminal 11, forty (40) km or more
from terminal 11, or fifty (50) km or more from terminal
11. In some cases, this can extend the reach of system
10 by, for example, approximately thirty (30) km or more,
forty (40) km or more, or fifty (50) km or more.
[0036] In most cases, amplifying signal 16 from ap-
proximately the minimum threshold power level to ap-
proximately the maximum threshold power level within
span 20 tends to increase the length of time that signal
16 and pump signal 32a interact within span 20. That is,
the one or more pump wavelengths of pump signal 32a
operate to introduce a gain to the optical signal wave-
lengths of signal 16 over an increased length of span 20.
Introducing a gain to signal 16 over an increased length
of span 20 can advantageously maintain optical signal
wavelengths of signal 16 at a power level that is higher
than a comparable optical signal that amplifies its signals
to approximately the maximum threshold power level be-
fore introducing those signals to the communication
span.
[0037] Introducing signal 16 to span 20 at approximate-
ly the minimum threshold power level can also operate
to maintain a power level of the optical signal wave-
lengths 15 of signal 16 at a relatively higher power level
than a comparable optical signal that amplifies its signals
to approximately the maximum threshold power level be-
fore introducing those signals to the communication
span. In most cases, increasing the length of span 20
over which pump signal 32a effectively interacts with sig-
nal 16 operates to maintain the power level of pumps
signal 32a at a relatively higher-level. Maintaining the
power level of pump signal 32a at a relatively higher pow-
er level can maintain a power level of the optical signal
wavelengths 15 of signal 16 at a relatively higher power
level over at least a portion of communication span 20.
[0038] Another aspect of this disclosure recognizes
that system costs can be reduced by implementing a
boosterless terminal, and that system performance can
be maintained or even improved by implementing one or
more pump signals 32 that amplify multiple wavelength
optical signal 16 to the maximum threshold power level
as signal 16 traverses communication span 20.
[0039] In various embodiments, pump signal 32a can
include one or more fractional Raman order pump wave-
lengths and one or more integer Raman order pump
wavelengths. A "fractional order Raman pump wave-
length" is a pump wavelength having a Raman gain peak
that is not an integer multiple of one-stokes shift (e.g.,
approximately 13.2 THz) from any optical signal wave-
length being communicated through the system. In other
words, a fractional Raman order pump wavelength can
comprise any pump wavelength having a Raman gain
peak that is a non-integer multiple of one-stokes shift
from all of optical signals 15a-15n.
[0040] In those embodiments, pump signal 32a can
include a plurality of first Raman order pump wavelengths
and a plurality of fractional Raman order pump wave-
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lengths that are used to amplify at least the first Raman
order pump wavelengths. Although pump signal 32a can
include a plurality of first and fractional Raman order
pump wavelengths, any other combination of integer
and/or fractional Raman order pump wavelengths can
be used without departing from the scope of the present
disclosure. In other embodiments, pump signal 32b can
include one or more integer Raman order pump wave-
lengths and one or more fractional Raman order pump
wavelengths. In other embodiments, both pump signal
32a and 32b can include one or more integer Raman
order pump wavelengths and one or more fractional Ra-
man order pump wavelengths.
[0041] One aspect of this disclosure recognizes that
the length of span 20 (e.g., the distance between end
terminals 11 and 13) can be increased by implementing
one or more pump fractional Raman pump wavelengths
within pump signal 32a and/or pump signal 32b. That is,
the reach of system 10 and/or the distance multiple wave-
length signal 16 can be communicated through span 20
can be increased by using one or more fractional Raman
order pump wavelengths within pump signals 32a and/or
32b. Conventional design approaches may not have rec-
ognized this technique as advantageous, because intro-
ducing a fractional Raman order pump wavelength to am-
plify an integer Raman order pump wavelength tends to
reduce the efficiency of the energy transfer between the
pump wavelengths. However, introducing a relatively
lower gain to the integer Raman order pump wavelengths
over an increased length of span 20 can advantageously
increase the reach of system 10 by extending or delaying
the point at which system 10 experiences its maximum
gain within span 20.
[0042] In most cases, implementing one or more frac-
tional Raman order pump wavelengths within pump sig-
nal 32a and/or pump signal 32b tends to reduce the rate
at which the first Raman order pump wavelengths deplete
the optical power associated with the fractional Raman
order pump wavelengths. That is, implementing one or
more fractional Raman order pump wavelengths reduces
the efficiency of the energy transfer from the fractional
Raman order pump wavelengths to the first Raman order
pump wavelengths. Because of the reduced efficiency,
the fractional Raman order pump wavelengths operate
to introduce a relatively lower gain to the first Raman
order pump wavelengths over an increased length of
span 20. Introducing a relatively lower gain to the first
Raman order pump wavelengths over an increased
length of span 20 can advantageously maintain the first
Raman order pump wavelengths at a power level that is
higher than a comparable pump signal that implements
only inter Raman order pump wavelengths over at least
a portion of span 20.
[0043] In this embodiment, system 10 comprises an
unrepeatered system. In alternative embodiments, sys-
tem 10 can comprise a repeater system that includes a
plurality of communication spans 20. Where communi-
cation system 10 includes a plurality of communication

spans 20, system 10 can also include one or more in-
line amplifiers. The in-line amplifiers couple to one or
more spans 20 and operate to amplify signal 16 as it
traverses system 10. In that embodiment, two or more
spans can collectively form a first optical link. Moreover,
such a repeater system could include any number of ad-
ditional links coupled to the first link. For example, the
first link could comprise one optical link of a multiple link
system, where each link is coupled to other links through,
for example, optical regenerators.
[0044] Finally, where system 10 comprises a repeater
system, such system may further include one or more
access elements. For example, the access element could
comprise an add/drop multiplexer, a cross connect, or
another device operable to terminate, cross connect,
switch, route, process, and/or provide access to and from
system 10 and another system or communication device.
System 10 may also include one or more lossy elements
(not explicitly shown) and/or gain elements capable of at
least partially compensating for the lossy element cou-
pled between spans 20. For example, the lossy element
could comprise a signal separator, a signal combiner, an
isolator, a dispersion compensating element, a circulator,
or a gain equalizer.
[0045] FIGURE 2 is a graph comparing a first optical
signal 202 communicated from an end terminal that in-
cludes a booster amplifier to a second optical signal com-
municated from a boosterless end terminal of system
200. In various embodiments, system 200 can be sub-
stantially similar in structure and function to unrepeatered
system 10 of FIGURE 1. The particular parameters, com-
ponents, and power levels of system 200 and power lev-
els of optical signals 202 and 204 illustrated in FIGURE
2 are for illustrative purposes only and are not intended
to limit the scope of the present disclosure. It should be
appreciated that other combinations of parameters, com-
ponents, and power levels may be used without departing
from the scope of the present disclosure. In the illustrated
embodiment, system 200 comprises a maximum thresh-
old power level of approximately thirteen (+13) dBm and
a minimum threshold power level of approximately minus
seven (-7) dBm. Although the maximum and minimum
threshold power levels comprise +13 and -7 dBm, re-
spectively, in this example, any other appropriate maxi-
mum and minimum threshold power levels may be used
without departing from the scope of the present disclo-
sure.
[0046] In this example, system 200 includes a commu-
nication span that comprises standard single mode fiber
that facilitates the communication of one or more optical
signals through system 200. In a first embodiment, the
communication span of system 200 receives first optical
signal 202 from the end terminal that includes a booster
amplifier at approximately a maximum threshold power
level for system 200. In that embodiment, the booster
amplifier operates to amplify first optical signal 202 to
approximately the maximum threshold power level of
system 200 (e.g., +13 dBm) before first optical signal 202
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is introduced to the communication span of system 200.
[0047] In a second embodiment, the communication
span of system 200 receives second optical signal 204
from a boosterless end terminal at approximately a min-
imum threshold power level for system 200 (e.g., -7 dBm).
In that embodiment, the boosterless end terminal is sub-
stantially free from an amplifier that amplifies second op-
tical signal 204 to approximately the maximum threshold
power level of system 200 before introducing second op-
tical signal 204 into the communication span.
[0048] In the second embodiment, system 200 also in-
cludes a pump source that is capable of generating one
or more pump signals for introduction to the communi-
cation span of system 200. In some cases, the structure
and function of the pump source and pump signal can
be substantially similar to pump source 30 and pump
signal 32a of FIGURE 1, respectively. In that embodi-
ment, the pump source operates to introduce a pump
signal that co-propagates with optical signal 204 as op-
tical signal 204 traverses a portion of the communication
span of system 200. Although the pump signal co-prop-
agates with optical signal 204 in this example, at least a
portion of the pump signal could counter-propagate with
optical signal 204 without departing from the scope of
the present disclosure. In this particular embodiment, the
pump signal amplifies second optical signal 204 to the
maximum threshold power level of system 200 as second
optical signal 204 traverses the communication span. In
various embodiments, the pump source may be capable
of generating a pump signal having a total power of, for
example, 0.5 watts, one watt, 2.5 watts, or any other ap-
propriate power level.
[0049] In this example, line 202 represents the power
level of the first optical signal as the first optical signal is
communicated through the communication span of sys-
tem 200, while line 204 represents the power level of the
second optical signal as the second optical signal is com-
municated through the communication span of system
200. In this example, the horizontal axis represents the
distance that optical signals 202 and 204 have traversed
through the communication span of system 200, while
the vertical axis represents a power level of the optical
signal.
[0050] This graph illustrates that amplifying second op-
tical signal 204 from a minimum threshold power level to
a maximum threshold power level as optical signal 204
traverses the communication span can advantageously
maintain second optical signal 204 at a power level that
is higher than a power level associated with first optical
signal 202 over at least a portion of the communication
span. In particular, after each of optical signals 202 and
204 traverses approximately thirty kilometers of the com-
munication span, the power level of second optical signal
204 becomes higher than a power level of first optical
signal 202. Moreover, after each of optical signals 202
and 204 traverses approximately thirty kilometers of the
communication span, the power level of second optical
signal 204 is maintained at a higher power level than the

power level of first optical signal 202. Because second
optical signal 204 is at a higher power level than first
optical signal 202 the reach of system 200 and/or the
distance second optical signal 204 can be communicated
through the communication span can advantageously be
increased.
[0051] This graph further illustrates that amplifying
second optical signal 204 from a minimum threshold pow-
er level to a maximum threshold power level as optical
signal 204 traverses the communication span advanta-
geously extends or delays the point at which the second
optical signal 204 reaches its maximum power level with-
in the communication span when compared to the first
optical signal 202. In particular, the maximum signal pow-
er level of first optical signal 202 occurs when optical
signal 202 is introduced to the communication span,
while the maximum signal power level of the second op-
tical signal 204 occurs after second optical signal 204
traverses approximately forty-five kilometers of the com-
munication span.
[0052] FIGURE 3 is a graph illustrating the optical per-
formance of an optical signal 302 after traversing a com-
munication span of optical communication system 300
as the launch power of optical signal 302 is varied. In
various embodiments, system 300 can be substantially
similar in structure and function to system 10 of FIGURE
1. The particular parameters, components, and power
levels of system 300 and launched power level of optical
signal 302 illustrated in FIGURE 3 are for illustrative pur-
poses only and are not intended to limit the scope of the
present disclosure. It should be appreciated that other
combinations of parameters, components, and power
levels may be used without departing from the scope of
the present disclosure. In the illustrated embodiment,
system 300 comprises a maximum threshold power level
of approximately thirteen (+13) dBm. Although the max-
imum threshold power level comprises +13 dBm in this
example, any other appropriate maximum threshold
power level may be used without departing from the
scope of the present disclosure.
[0053] In this example, system 300 includes a commu-
nication span that comprises standard single mode fiber
that facilitates the communication of one or more optical
signals through system 300. The communication span
of system 300 receives optical signal 302 from a boost-
erless end terminal at a power level that varies. In that
embodiment, the boosterless end terminal is substantial-
ly free from an amplifier that amplifies optical signal 302
to approximately the maximum threshold power level of
system 300 before introducing optical signal 302 into the
communication span. In this particular embodiment, the
power level of optical signal 302 received by the commu-
nication span varies between -12 dBm and 2 dBm. Al-
though the power level of optical signal 302 varies be-
tween -12 dBm and 2 dBm in this example, any other
appropriate range may be used without departing from
the scope of the present disclosure.
[0054] In one particular embodiment, system 300 also
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includes a pump source that is capable of generating one
or more pump signals for introduction to the communi-
cation span of system 300. In some cases, the structure
and function of the pump source and pump signal can
be substantially similar to pump source 30a and pump
signal 32a of FIGURE 1, respectively. In that particular
embodiment, the pump source operates to introduce a
pump signal that co-propagates with optical signal 302
as optical signal 302 traverses a portion of the commu-
nication span of system 300. Although the pump signal
co-propagates with optical signal 302 in this example, at
least a portion of the pump signal could counter-propa-
gate with optical signal 302 without departing from the
scope of the present disclosure. In this particular embod-
iment, the pump signal amplifies optical signal 302 to the
maximum threshold power level of system 300 as optical
signal 302 traverses the communication span. In various
embodiments, the pump source may be capable of gen-
erating a pump signal having a total power of, for exam-
ple, 0.5 watts, one watt, 2.5 watts, or any other appropri-
ate power level.
[0055] In this example, line 302 represents the per-
formance of the optical signal after traversing the com-
munication span of system 300. The horizontal axis rep-
resents a power level of the optical signal received by
the communication span of system 300, while the vertical
axis represents the performance of the optical signal 302.
[0056] This graph illustrates a desired or optimal range
of power levels 304 for the optical signal received by the
communication span of system 300. The phrase "desired
range of power levels" or "optimal range of power levels"
refers to one or more power levels that maintain and/or
achieve a satisfactory Q-factor for system 300. In this
particular embodiment, system 300 has a desired or op-
timal range of power levels between -10 dBm and -6 dBm.
That is, when optical signal 302 is introduced to the com-
munication span of system 300 at a power level between
-10 and -6 dBm, the Q-factor of system 300 is maintained
within an acceptable range. Although the desired or op-
timal range of power levels for the optical signal received
by the communication span is between -10 and -6 dBm
in this example, any other appropriate minimum thresh-
old power level may be used without departing from the
scope of the present disclosure. The selection of the op-
timal or desired range of power levels is based at least
in part on the number of channels or wavelengths asso-
ciated with optical signal 302, the spacing between the
wavelengths associated with optical signal 302, the bit
rate of optical signal 302, the nonlinear coefficient of the
optical fiber of the communication span, the effective ar-
ea of the optical fiber, and chromatic dispersion.
[0057] FIGURE 4 is a flow chart showing one example
of a method 400 of amplifying an optical signal from ap-
proximately a minimum threshold power level to approx-
imately a maximum threshold power level in a commu-
nication span of an unrepeatered optical communication
system. In one particular embodiment, the optical signal
may be amplified within unrepeatered system 10 of FIG-

URE 1. In various embodiments, system 10 can include
one or more transmitters 12a-12n capable of generating
a plurality of optical signal wavelengths 15, each com-
prising a center wavelength of light. In some embodi-
ments, transmitters 12 may include a forward error cor-
rection (FEC) module capable improving the Q-factor of
signals 15 and the bit-error rate of system 10. In other
embodiments, system 10 can also include a combiner
14 capable of combining each of the plurality of optical
signal wavelengths 15 into a multiple wavelength signal
16 for communication across communication span 20.
[0058] In this example, method 400 begins at step 410
by receiving an optical signal 16 comprising a plurality of
optical signal wavelengths 15 at a first end of a commu-
nication span 20. In this example, boosterless end ter-
minal 11 introduces multiple wavelength optical signal
16 to span 20 at approximately the minimum threshold
power level. The minimum threshold power level of signal
16 can comprise, for example, approximately minus
twelve (-12) dBm or more, minus ten (-10) dBm or more,
minus six (-6) dBm or more, or any other appropriate
value.
[0059] Boosterless end terminal 11 also includes a first
pump source 30a capable of generating a first pump sig-
nal 32a for introduction to span 20. Pump signal 32a can
comprise one or more pump wavelengths, each of the
one or more pump wavelengths comprising a center
wavelength of light. In some embodiments, each of the
one or more pump wavelengths within pump signal 32a
can comprise a center wavelength that is substantially
different from the center wavelengths of the other pump
wavelengths within pump signal 32a.
[0060] In this example, pump source 30a generates at
least one pump signal 32a and introduces pump signal
32a to communication span 20 at step 420. In this par-
ticular example, pump signal 32a co-propagates through
span 20 in relation to signal 16. In most cases, pump
signal 32a can comprise a power level of, for example,
one-half (©) watt or more, one (1) watt or more, two (2)
watts or more, two and one-half (2-©) watts or more.
[0061] In this example, system 10 operates to amplify
signal 16 from approximately a minimum threshold power
level to approximately a maximum threshold power level
within span 20 at step 430. In this example, pump signal
32a co-propagates through span 20 in relation to signal
16 and operates to amplify signal 16 within communica-
tion span 20. Although pump signal 32a co-propagates
with optical signal 16 in this example, at least a portion
of pump signal 32a could counter-propagate with optical
signal 16 without departing from the scope of the present
disclosure.
[0062] In various embodiments, introducing signal 16
to span 20 at approximately the minimum threshold pow-
er level and amplifying signal 16 to the maximum thresh-
old power level while communicating signal 16 through
span 20 can increase the reach of system 10. That is,
the reach of system 10 and/or the distance multiple wave-
length signal 16 can be communicated through span 20
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can be increased by introducing signal 16 to span 20 at
approximately the minimum threshold power level and
amplifying signal 16 using pump signal 32a to the max-
imum threshold power level within span 20. For example,
the point at which signal 16 reaches the maximum thresh-
old power level can be approximately thirty (30) km or
more from terminal 11, forty (40) km or more from terminal
11, or fifty (50) km or more from terminal 11. In some
cases, this can extend the reach of system 10 by, for
example, approximately thirty (30) km or more, forty (40)
km or more, or fifty (50) km or more from.
[0063] In other embodiments, introducing signal 16 to
span 20 at approximately the minimum threshold power
level can operate to maintain a power level of signal 16
at a relatively higher power level than a comparable op-
tical signal that amplifies its signals to approximately the
maximum threshold power level before introducing those
signals to the communication span. In most cases, in-
creasing the length of span 20 over which pump signal
32a effectively interacts with signal 16 operates to main-
tain the power level of pumps signal 32a at a relatively
higher-level. Maintaining the power level of pump signal
32a at a relatively higher power level can maintain a pow-
er level of the optical signal wavelengths 15 of signal 16
at a relatively higher power level over at least a portion
of communication span 20.
[0064] Although the present invention has been de-
scribed in several embodiments, a myriad of changes,
variations, alternations, transformations, and modifica-
tions may be suggested to one skilled in the art, and it is
intended that the present invention encompass such
changes, variations, alterations, alterations, transforma-
tions, and modifications as falling within the scope of the
appended claims.

Claims

1. An optical communication system (10) comprising:

a transmission fiber (20) arranged to receive at
least one optical signal and at least one pump
signal (32a), the optical signal (15a-15n) com-
prising one or more optical signal wavelengths
and a power level at approximately a minimum
threshold power level, the minimum threshold
power level being a power level of an optical
signal to which a maximum amount of gain can
be introduced to bring the power level of the sig-
nal to the maximum threshold power level, the
pump signal (32a) co-propagating with at least
a portion of the optical signal (15a-15n) over at
least a portion of the transmission fiber (20);
a first pump source (30a) configured to generate
the at least one pump signal (32a) and to intro-
duce the at least one pump signal (32a) to the
transmission fiber (20);
wherein the pump signal (32a) operates to am-

plify the optical signal to approximately a maxi-
mum threshold power level as the pump signal
(32a) and the optical signal (15a-15n) traverse
the portion of the transmission fiber (20), the
maximum threshold power level being the opti-
cal signal power level at which the system per-
formance, as measured at a receive end of a
communication span, no longer improves by fur-
ther increasing the optical signal power level;
and
wherein the pump signal (32a) includes at least
one fractional Raman order pump wavelength
having a Raman gain peak that is not an integer
multiple of one stokes shift from any of the optical
signal wavelengths, and at least one integer Ra-
man order wavelength that is an integer multiple
of one stokes shift from any of the optical signal
wavelengths.

2. The system (10) of Claim 1, wherein the transmission
fiber (20) is free from optical components that require
electrical power.

3. The system (10) of Claim 1 or 2, wherein at least a
portion of the transmission fiber (20) comprises a
distributed Raman amplifier that amplifies the optical
signal (15a-15n) through Raman gain.

4. The system (10) according to any one of the preced-
ing Claims, wherein the transmission fiber (20) in-
cludes optical isolators in the Raman gain portion of
the transmission fiber (20).

5. The system (10) according to any one of the preced-
ing Claims, wherein the transmission fiber (20) re-
ceives another pump signal (32b) that counter-prop-
agates within the transmission fiber (20) with at least
a portion of the optical signal (15a-15n) and wherein
the another pump signal (32b) interacts with the op-
tical signal (15a-15n) as the another pump signal
(32a) traverses at least a portion of the transmission
fiber (20).

6. The system (10) according to any one of the preced-
ing Claims, wherein the optical signal (15a-15n) re-
ceived by the transmission fiber (20) comprises a
power level of -2 dBm or less.

7. The system (10) according to any one of the preced-
ing Claims, further comprising:

a boosterless end terminal (11) coupled to a first
end of the transmission fiber (20), the booster-
less end terminal (11) operable to generate the
at least one optical signal (15a-15n) received by
the transmission fiber (20); and
a receiving terminal (13) coupled to a second
end of the transmission fiber (20), the receiving
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terminal (13) operable to receive the at least one
optical signal (15a-15n) after traversing the
transmission fiber (20);

8. The system (10) of claim 7, wherein the first pump
source (30a) is coupled to the first end of the trans-
mission fiber (20) and capable of generating the at
least one pump signal (32a) for receipt by the trans-
mission fiber; and the system (10) further comprises
a second pump source (30b) coupled to the second
end of the transmission fiber (20) and capable of
generating another pump signal (32b) that counter-
propagates within the transmission fiber (20) with at
least a portion of the optical signal (15a-15n).

9. The system (10) according to any one of the preced-
ing Claims, further comprising a forward error cor-
rection module operable to encode a forward error
correction sequence onto one or more of the optical
signal wavelengths (λ1-λn).

10. The system (10) of Claim 7, wherein the first pump
source (30a) is coupled to the first end of the trans-
mission fiber (20).

11. The system (10) according to any one of the preced-
ing Claims 7 to 10, wherein the boosterless end ter-
minal (11) is free from an amplifier that amplifies the
optical signal (15a-15n) to approximately the maxi-
mum threshold power level of the communication
system (10) before introducing the optical signal
(15a-15n) into the transmission fiber (20).

12. A method of communicating an optical signal (15a-
15n) in an unrepeatered optical communication sys-
tem (10), the method comprising:

receiving at least one optical signal (15a-15n)
at a first end of a transmission fiber (20), the
optical signal (15a-15n) comprising one or more
optical signal wavelengths (λ1-λn) and compris-
ing a power level at approximately a minimum
threshold power level, the minimum threshold
power level being a power level of an optical
signal to which a maximum amount of gain can
be introduced to bring the power level of the sig-
nal to the maximum threshold power level;
generating at least one pump signal (32a) com-
prising one or more pump wavelengths wherein
the pump signal (32a) includes at least one frac-
tional Raman order pump wavelength having a
Raman gain peak that is not an integer multiple
of one stokes shift from any of the optical signal
wavelengths (λ1-λn), and at least one integer
Raman order wavelength that is an integer mul-
tiple of one stokes shift from any of the optical
signal wavelengths (λ1-λn); and
introducing the at least one pump signal (32a)

to the transmission fiber (20), the pump signal
(32a) co-propagating with at least a portion of
the optical signal (15a-15n) over at least a por-
tion of the transmission fiber (20), the pump sig-
nal (32a) amplifying the optical signal (15a-15n)
to approximately a maximum threshold power
level as the pump signal (32a) and the optical
signal (15a-15n) traverse the portion of the
transmission fiber (20), the maximum threshold
power level being the optical signal power level
at which the system performance, as measured
at a receive end of a communication span, no
longer improves by further increasing the optical
signal power level.

13. The method of Claim 12, further comprising:

receiving the at least one optical signal (15a-
15n) at a second end of the transmission fiber;
and
introducing another pump signal (32b) to the
transmission fiber (20, the another pump signal
(32b) counter-propagating within the transmis-
sion fiber (20) with at least a portion of the at
least one optical signal (15q-15n).

14. The method of Claim 12, wherein the optical signal
(15a-15n) received by the transmission fiber (20)
comprises a power level that is -2 dBm or less.

Patentansprüche

1. Optisches Kommunikationssystem (10) umfassend:

eine Übertragungsfaser (20), die eingerichtet
ist, um mindestens ein optisches Signal und
mindestens ein Pumpsignal (32a) zu empfan-
gen, wobei das optische Signal (15a-15n) eine
oder mehrere optische Signalwellenlängen und
einen Leistungspegel mit ungefähr einem mini-
malen Schwellenleistungspegel umfasst, wobei
der minimale Schwellenleistungspegel ein Leis-
tungspegel eines optischen Signals ist, in wel-
ches ein maximales Maß an Verstärkung einge-
bracht werden kann, um den Leistungspegel
des Signals auf den maximalen Schwellenleis-
tungspegel zu bringen, wobei sich das Pumpsi-
gnal (32a) mit mindestens einem Teil des opti-
schen Signals (15a-15n) über mindestens einen
Teil der Übertragungsfaser (20) gemeinsam
ausbreitet;
eine erste Pumpenquelle (30a), die konfiguriert
ist, um das mindestens eine Pumpsignal (32a)
zu erzeugen und das mindestens eine Pumpsi-
gnal (32a) in die Übertragungsfaser (20) einzu-
bringen;
wobei das Pumpsignal (32a) derart wirkt, dass
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es das optische Signal auf ungefähr einen ma-
ximalen Schwellenleistungspegel verstärkt,
wenn das Pumpsignal (32a) und das optische
Signal (15a-15n) den Teil der Übertragungsfa-
ser (20) durchqueren, wobei der maximale
Schwellenleistungspegel der optische Signal-
leistungspegel ist, bei welchem die Systemleis-
tung, wie sie an einem Empfangsende eines
Kommunikationsbereichs gemessen wird, sich
nicht mehr verbessert, indem der optische Sig-
nalleistungspegel weiter erhöht wird; und
wobei das Pumpsignal (32a) mindestens eine
fraktionale Raman-Ordnungs-Pumpwellenlän-
ge, die eine Raman-Verstärkungsspitze auf-
weist, die kein ganzes Vielfaches einer Stokes-
Verschiebung von einer der optischen Signal-
wellenlängen ist, und mindestens eine ganze
Raman-Ordnungs-Wellenlänge, die ein ganzes
Vielfaches einer Stokes-Verschiebung von ei-
ner der optischen Signalwellenlängen ist, bein-
haltet.

2. System (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die Übertra-
gungsfaser (20) frei von optischen Komponenten ist,
die elektrischen Strom benötigen.

3. System (10) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, wobei mindes-
tens ein Teil der Übertragungsfaser (20) einen ver-
teilten Raman-Verstärker umfasst, der das optische
Signal (15a-15n) durch Raman-Verstärkung ver-
stärkt.

4. System (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Übertragungsfaser (20) optische Iso-
latoren in dem Raman-Verstärkungsteil der Übertra-
gungsfaser (20) beinhaltet.

5. System (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei die Übertragungsfaser (20) ein weiteres
Pumpsignal (32b) empfängt, das sich entgegenge-
setzt innerhalb der Übertragungsfaser (20) mit min-
destens einem Teil des optischen Signals (15a-15n)
ausbreitet, und wobei das andere Pumpsignal (32b)
mit dem optischen Signal (15a-15n) interagiert,
wenn das andere Pumpsignal (32a) mindestens ei-
nen Teil der Übertragungsfaser (20) durchquert.

6. System (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprü-
che, wobei das optische Signal (15a-15n), das von
der Übertragungsfaser (20) empfangen wird, einen
Leistungspegel von -2 dBm oder weniger umfasst.

7. System (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprü-
che, weiter umfassend:

ein Endgerät ohne Verstärkung (11), das mit ei-
nem ersten Ende der Übertragungsfaser (20)
verbunden ist, wobei das Endgerät ohne Ver-

stärkung (11) betrieben werden kann, um das
mindestens eine optische Signal (15a-15n) zu
erzeugen, das von der Übertragungsfaser (20)
empfangen wird; und
ein Empfangsendgerät (13), das mit einem
zweiten Ende der Übertragungsfaser (20) ver-
bunden ist, wobei das Empfangsendgerät (13)
betrieben werden kann, um das mindestens ei-
ne optische Signal (15a-15n) nach dem Durch-
queren der Übertragungsfaser (20) zu empfan-
gen.

8. System (10) nach Anspruch 7, wobei die erste Pum-
penquelle (30a) mit dem ersten Ende der Übertra-
gungsfaser (20) verbunden ist und in der Lage ist,
das mindestens eine Pumpsignal (32a) zum Emp-
fang durch die Übertragungsfaser zu erzeugen; und
das System (10) weiter eine zweite Pumpenquelle
(30b) umfasst, die mit dem zweiten Ende der Über-
tragungsfaser (20) verbunden ist und in der Lage ist,
ein weiteres Pumpsignal (32b) zu erzeugen, das sich
innerhalb der Übertragungsfaser (20) entgegenge-
setzt mit mindestens einem Teil des optischen Sig-
nals (15a-15n) ausbreitet.

9. System (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprü-
che, weiter umfassend ein Vorwärtsfehlerkorrektur-
modul, das betrieben werden kann, um eine Vor-
wärtsfehlerkorrektursequenz auf einer oder mehre-
ren der optischen Signalwellenlängen (λl-λn) codie-
ren kann.

10. System (10) nach Anspruch 7, wobei die erste Pum-
penquelle (30a) mit dem ersten Ende der Übertra-
gungsfaser (20) verbunden ist.

11. System (10) nach einem der vorstehenden Ansprü-
che 7 bis 10, wobei das Endgerät ohne Verstärkung
(11) frei von einem Verstärker ist, der das optische
Signal (15a-15n) auf ungefähr den maximalen
Schwellenleistungspegel des Kommunikationssys-
tems (10) verstärkt, bevor das optische Signal (15a-
15n) in die Übertragungsfaser (20) eingebracht wird.

12. Verfahren zum Kommunizieren eines optischen Si-
gnals (15a-15n) in einem unverstärkten optischen
Kommunikationssystem (10), wobei das Verfahren
Folgendes umfasst:

Empfangen mindestens eines optischen Sig-
nals (15a-15n) an einem ersten Ende einer
Übertragungsfaser (20), wobei das optische Si-
gnal (15a-15n) eine oder mehrere optische Si-
gnalwellenlängen (λl-An) umfasst und einen
Leistungspegel mit ungefähr einem minimalen
Schwellenleistungspegel umfasst, wobei der
minimale Schwellenleistungspegel ein Leis-
tungspegel eines optischen Signals ist, in wel-
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ches ein maximales Maß an Verstärkung einge-
bracht werden kann, um den Leistungspegel
des Signals auf den maximalen Schwellenleis-
tungspegel zu bringen;
Erzeugen mindestens eines Pumpsignals
(32a), das eine oder mehrere Pumpwellenlän-
gen umfasst, wobei das Pumpsignal (32a) min-
destens eine fraktionale Raman-Ordnungs-
Pumpwellenlänge, die eine Raman-Verstär-
kungsspitze aufweist, die kein ganzes Vielfa-
ches einer Stokes-Verschiebung von einer der
optischen Signalwellenlängen (λl-λn) ist, und
mindestens eine ganze Raman-Ordnungswel-
lenlänge, die ein ganzes Vielfaches einer
Stokes-Verschiebung von einer der optischen
Signalwellenlängen (λl-λn) ist, beinhaltet; und
Einbringen des mindestens einen Pumpsignals
(32a) in die Übertragungsfaser (20), wobei sich
das Pumpsignal (32a) zusammen mit mindes-
tens einem Teil des optischen Signals (15a-15n)
über mindestens einen Teil der Übertragungs-
faser (20) ausbreitet, wobei das Pumpsignal
(32a) das optische Signal (15a-15n) auf unge-
fähr einen maximalen Schwellenleistungspegel
verstärkt, wenn das Pumpsignal (32a) und das
optische Signal (15a-15n) den Teil der Übertra-
gungsfaser (20) durchqueren, wobei der maxi-
male Schwellenleistungspegel der optische Si-
gnalleistungspegel ist, bei welchem die System-
leistung, wie sie an einem Empfangsende eines
Kommunikationsbereichs gemessen wird, sich
nicht mehr verbessert, indem der optische Sig-
nalleistungspegel weiter erhöht wird.

13. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, weiter umfassend:

Empfangen des mindestens einen optischen Si-
gnals (15a-15n) an einem zweiten Ende der
Übertragungsfaser; und
Einbringen eines anderen Pumpsignals (32b) in
die Übertragungsfaser (20), wobei sich das an-
dere Pumpsignal (32b) entgegengesetzt inner-
halb der Übertragungsfaser (20) mit mindestens
einem Teil des mindestens einen optischen Si-
gnals (15q-15n) ausbreitet.

14. Verfahren nach Anspruch 12, wobei das optische
Signal (15a-15n), das von der Übertragungsfaser
(20) empfangen wird, einen Leistungspegel umfasst,
der -2 dBm oder weniger beträgt.

Revendications

1. Système de communication optique (10)
comprenant :

une fibre de transmission (20) agencée pour re-

cevoir au moins un signal optique et au moins
un signal de pompage (32a), le signal optique
(15a-15n) comprenant une ou plusieurs lon-
gueurs d’onde de signaux optiques et un niveau
de puissance qui se situe approximativement à
un niveau de puissance de seuil minimal, le ni-
veau de puissance de seuil minimal étant un ni-
veau de puissance d’un signal optique dans le-
quel une quantité maximale de gain peut être
introduite pour amener le niveau de puissance
du signal au niveau de puissance de seuil maxi-
mal, le signal de pompage (32a) se propageant
conjointement avec au moins une partie du si-
gnal optique (15a-15n) sur au moins une partie
de la fibre de transmission (20) ;
une première source de pompage (30a) confi-
gurée pour générer le au moins un signal de
pompage (32a) et introduire le au moins un si-
gnal de pompage (32a) dans la fibre de trans-
mission (20) ;
dans lequel le signal de pompage (32a) opère
pour amplifier le signal optique approximative-
ment à un niveau de puissance de seuil maximal
lorsque le signal de pompage (32a) et le signal
optique (15a-15n) traversent la partie de la fibre
de transmission (20), le niveau de puissance de
seuil maximal étant le niveau de puissance de
signal optique où la performance du système,
telle que mesurée à une extrémité réceptrice
d’une portée de communication, ne s’améliore
plus en augmentant encore le niveau de puis-
sance du signal optique ; et
dans lequel le signal de pompage (32a) com-
prend au moins une longueur d’onde de pom-
page d’ordre de Raman fractionnée ayant un pic
de gain de Raman qui n’est pas un multiple en-
tier d’un décalage de Stokes venant de l’une
quelconque des longueurs d’onde du signal op-
tique, et au moins une longueur d’onde d’ordre
de Raman entière qui est un multiple entier d’un
décalage de Stokes venant de l’une quelconque
des longueurs d’onde du signal optique.

2. Système (10) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel
la fibre de transmission (20) est exempte de compo-
sants optiques qui nécessitent de l’énergie électri-
que.

3. Système (10) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, dans
lequel au moins une partie de la fibre de transmission
(20) comprend un amplificateur de Raman distribué
qui amplifie le signal optique (15a-15n) via un gain
de Raman.

4. Système (10) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel la fibre de trans-
mission (20) comprend des isolateurs optiques dans
la partie de gain de Raman de la fibre de transmis-
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sion (20).

5. Système (10) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel la fibre de trans-
mission (20) reçoit un autre signal de pompage (32b)
qui se contre-propage dans la fibre de transmission
(20) avec au moins une partie du signal optique (15a-
15n) et dans lequel le un autre signal de pompage
(32b) interagit avec le signal optique (15a-15n) lors-
que le un autre signal de pompage (32a) traverse
au moins une partie de la fibre de transmission (20).

6. Système (10) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, dans lequel le signal optique
(15a-15n) reçu par la fibre de transmission (20) com-
prend un niveau d’énergie de -2 dBm ou moins.

7. Système (10) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, comprenant en outre :

un terminal d’extrémité sans amplificateur (11)
couplé à une première extrémité de la fibre de
transmission (20), le terminal d’extrémité sans
amplificateur (11) étant à même de générer le
au moins un signal optique (15a-15n) reçu par
la fibre de transmission (20) ; et
un terminal récepteur (13) couplé à une seconde
extrémité de la fibre de transmission (20), le ter-
minal de réception (13) étant à même de rece-
voir le au moins un signal optique (15a-15n)
après traversée de la fibre optique (20).

8. Système (10) selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
la première source de pompage (30a) est couplée à
la première extrémité de la fibre de transmission (20)
et est capable de générer le au moins un signal de
pompage (32a) pour réception par la fibre de
transmission ; et le système (10) comprend en outre
une seconde source de pompage (30b) couplée à
la seconde extrémité de la fibre de transmission (20)
et capable de générer un autre signal de pompage
(32b) qui se contre-propage dans la fibre de trans-
mission (20) avec au moins une partie du signal op-
tique (15a-15n).

9. Système (10) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations précédentes, comprenant en outre un mo-
dule de correction d’erreur avant qui est à même de
coder une séquence de correction d’erreur directe
sur une ou plusieurs des longueurs d’onde (λ1-λn)
du signal optique.

10. Système (10) selon la revendication 7, dans lequel
la première source de pompage (30a) est couplée à
la première extrémité de la fibre de transmission
(20).

11. Système (10) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-

cations 7 à 10, dans lequel le terminal d’extrémité
sans amplificateur (11) est libre d’un amplificateur
qui amplifie le signal optique (15a-15n) approxima-
tivement au niveau de puissance de seuil maximal
du système de communication (10) avant d’introdui-
re le signal optique (15a-15n) dans la fibre de trans-
mission (20).

12. Procédé de communication d’un signal optique (15a-
15n) dans un système de communication optique
sans répéteur (10), le procédé comprenant :

la réception d’au moins un signal optique (15a-
15n) à une première extrémité d’une fibre de
transmission (20), le signal optique (15a-15n)
comprenant une ou plusieurs longueurs d’onde
de signal optique (λ1-λn) et comprenant un ni-
veau de puissance approximativement à un ni-
veau de puissance de seuil minimal, le niveau
de puissance de seuil minimal étant un niveau
de puissance d’un signal optique dans lequel
une quantité maximale de gain peut être intro-
duite pour amener le niveau de puissance du
signal au niveau de puissance de seuil
maximal ;
la génération d’au moins un signal de pompage
(32a) comprenant une ou plusieurs longueurs
d’onde de pompage, dans lequel le signal de
pompage (32a) comprend au moins une lon-
gueur d’onde de pompage d’ordre de Raman
fractionné ayant un pic de gain de Raman qui
n’est pas un multiple entier d’un décalage de
Stokes de l’une quelconque des longueurs d’on-
de (λ1-λn) du signal optique et au moins une
longueur d’onde d’ordre de Raman entière qui
est un multiple entier d’un décalage de Stokes
venant de l’une quelconque des longueurs d’on-
de (λ1-λn) du signal optique ; et
l’introduction du au moins un signal de pompage
(32a) dans la fibre de transmission (20), le signal
de pompage (32a) se propageant conjointement
avec au moins une partie du signal optique (15a-
15n) sur au moins une partie de la fibre de trans-
mission (20), le signal de pompage (32a) ampli-
fiant le signal optique (15a-15n) approximative-
ment à un niveau de puissance de seuil maximal
à mesure que le signal de pompage (32a) et le
signal optique (15a-15n) traversent la partie de
la fibre de transmission (20), le niveau de puis-
sance de seuil maximal étant le niveau de puis-
sance du signal optique où la performance du
système, telle que mesurée à une extrémité ré-
ceptrice d’une extension de communication, ne
s’améliore plus en augmentant encore le niveau
de puissance du signal optique.

13. Procédé selon la revendication 12, comprenant en
outre :
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la réception du au moins un signal optique (15a-
15n) à une seconde extrémité de la fibre de
transmission ; et
l’introduction d’un autre signal de pompage
(32b) dans la fibre de transmission (20), le un
autre signal de pompage (32b) se contre-pro-
pageant dans la fibre de transmission (20) avec
au moins une partie du au moins un signal op-
tique (15q-15n).

14. Procédé selon la revendication 12, dans lequel le
signal optique (15a-15n) reçu par la fibre de trans-
mission (20) comprend un niveau de puissance qui
est de -2 dBm ou moins.
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